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A B S T R A C T

Transition region based image segmentation has proved to be the simple and effective image segmen-
tation technique. However, the methods have two shortcomings. First, they are applied mostly for image
segmentation containing a single object. Second, the methods are effective only when the images contain
simple background and foreground. The performance deteriorates when background and foreground are
textured or of varying intensities. To overcome this, a novel method has been proposed for multi-object
segmentation. In this method, a global threshold and the local variance is computed to achieve the tran-
sition regions. The transition regions thus obtained undergo morphological operations to get the object
contours. The morphological filling operation is employed on object contours to extract object regions.
Finally, the objects are extracted from the image from these object regions. The proposed method is com-
pared with different methods for single-object segmentation, and experimental results show superior
performance. The method also works efficiently for multiple object segmentation.
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This is an open access article under the CC©  Karabuk University. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. 2016
Introduction

Image segmentation is still a challenging problem in image pro-
cessing and computer vision where segmented image undergoes
further processing such as feature extraction, texture analysis and
content based image retrieval [1,2]. It is an important pre-processing
technique for extracting an object (foreground) from background
based on some characteristics such as gray level, color, texture, etc.
The existing image segmentation techniques can be classified into
different types of approaches such as thresholding based ap-
proach [3,4], boundary based approach [5,6], region based approach
[7,8] and hybrid approach [9–12]. Image segmentation by
thresholding is the simplest technique, where there is an assump-
tion that the objects and background in an image have distinct gray
level distributions. This implies that the distributions have two or
more distinct peaks and thereby a threshold can be used to sepa-
rate the peaks. Thus, the segmentation can be performed by assigning
regions having gray levels above the threshold as background and
the region having gray levels below the threshold as objects or vice
versa. Boundary-based or edge-based segmentation, extracts the
transition zones, edges or boundaries of the images which sepa-
rate the object from the background. Region-based segmentation
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algorithms operate iteratively by grouping together pixels which are
neighbors and have similar values [13], and spitting groups of pixels
(region splitting) [14] which are dissimilar in values or a combi-
nation of both (region splitting and merging) [15]. Hybrid image
segmentation methods focuses on combining two or more ap-
proaches to achieve better segmentation. Transition region-based
thresholding is a kind of hybrid approach for image segmentation
in recent years [16–21]. It is a hybrid of region based and
thresholding based method. The existence of transition region is
demonstrated by Gerbrands [16] for the first time. Zhang et.al [17]
proposed transition region based image segmentation where, ef-
fective average gradient (EAG) is applied as transition region
descriptor. This method has limitation that it only reflects sudden
gray level changes but not frequent gray level changes and there-
fore, not suitable for complex images. Also, gradient based method
is much sensitive to noise. The descriptor EAG cannot extract tran-
sition region for an incorrect gray level interval as demonstrated
by Groenewald et al. [18]. In order to overcome the limitation, the
local entropy (LE) [19] based transition region extraction is pro-
posed. However, the LE method has some disadvantages. One is in
some real images, in a neighborhood if there are frequent gray level
changes, it will increase the local entropy of the neighborhood and
identify the pixel belonging to transition region though it belongs
to foreground or background region. Another is high computa-
tional complexity because it involves many multiplications and
logarithmic operations. To elevate, these drawbacks, Li et.al devel-
oped a novel local gray level difference (LGLD) [20] based transition
g/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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region extraction method. In the method, it is found that gray level
difference not only considers gray level change of transition regions
but also takes the extent of this change into account. However, the
selection of a parameter to determine the threshold is a great issue
of the method LGLD. Later, a modified local entropy method (MLE)
[21] is presented to improve the performance on transition region
extraction and thresholding. Here, also both frequency and degree
of gray level changes is taken into account to determine the thresh-
old. The method MLE depicts the gray level changes more
comprehensively as compared to LE and LGLD. But this method also
suffers from suitable parameter selection to determine the thresh-
olds for extraction of transition region. It is also noticed that weighted
coefficient of local variance is usually larger than that of local com-
plexity [21].

The transition region based methods LE, MLE and LGLD work ef-
ficiently for single object segmentation when images consist of
simple background and foreground (object). These methods do not
perform well when either or both background and foreground are

textured or of varying intensities. The performances of these methods
are also not satisfactory when applied on images containing mul-
tiple objects. So, a novel method is proposed using the transition
region which overcomes the disadvantage lies in the former tran-
sition region based methods. The method can separate single as well
as multiple objects from the background effectively.

The proposed method, along with other methods, is tested on
some images having simple/texture foreground and background. The
images: Eagle, Flower, Wall decor and Yak on which segmentation
is performed are taken from MSRA [22] and Weizmann [23] data-
base. Fig. 1 shows the original images, and Fig. 2 shows the
segmented results of different methods. It can be seen from Fig. 2
that the proposed method can separate the foreground(s) from back-
ground effectively as compared to other methods.

The proposed algorithm

The proposed algorithm performs the segmentation task in five
steps. First, it extracts the transition region considering local vari-
ance using global threshold. As the transition region is more than
one pixel width, it is applied with thinning operation to extract the
edges which is of single pixel width. The edges are discontinuous
and hence undergo edge linking process to achieve continuous edge
(object-contours). Next, the morphological filling operation is em-
ployed on object contours to find the object regions. Finally, the
object regions are separated from the background in the original
gray image using these object regions.

1.1. Extraction of transition regions

The proposed method begins with extraction of transition region.
Transition region is geometrically located between object and back-
ground, and composed of pixels having intermediate gray levels
between object and background [24]. Many descriptors [19–21] have
been developed for extracting transition regions. It has been shown

(a) (b) (c)

(d)

Fig. 1. Original gray images: (a) Eagle, (b) Flower, (c) Wall decor, (d) Yak.

(d)(c)(b)(a)

Fig. 2. Segmentation results of different transition region based methods applied on the images Eagle, Papaya, Wall decoration, Yak: (a) LE (b) MLE (c) LGLD (d) Proposed.
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that local variance is important compared to local complexity for
finding transition region [21]. The area having higher variance gen-
erally contains edges, whereas the homogeneous regions have less
variance. Hence, in our method, local variance is used as a descrip-
tor for extraction of transition region.

For a m m× local neighborhood centered at pixel p i j,( ) , the local
variance can be calculated as

LV i j
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where x y,( ) denote a local coordinate in a given neighborhood of
the sub-image f and f is gray level mean of that neighborhood.

The above process is applied throughout the image by sliding
the window from left to right and top to bottom to achieve the fol-
lowing variance matrix
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where M and N are the height and width of the image.
The local variance is compared with a threshold to find the tran-

sition region according to the equation given below:
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where ΩR is the transition region of image and Tg is the global
threshold which is basically the gray level mean of the original
image.

The global threshold Tg can be determined as:
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where F is the original image to be segmented of size M N× . F k l,( )
is the gray level value at coordinate k l,( ) .

1.2. Morphological operation for finding edges

Transition region obtained in the former step has boundaries of
the object regions more than one pixel width. In order to have edges
of single pixel width it undergoes morphological thinning opera-
tion. This operation gives rise to many single isolated pixels
distributed throughout the edge image. If a pixel is present in
between the object edge and a short foreground edge or in between
two short foreground edges, it is called H-connected foreground pixel
because it gives the visual effect of capital alphabet ‘H’. When a fore-
ground pixel is connected to the object edge or short foreground
edge, it is called as spurious pixel. The regions A, B, C of Fig. 3(c)
show an isolated pixel, an H-connected foreground pixel and a spu-
rious pixel, respectively. The zooming versions of the regions B, C
are indicated in the same figure to identify the types of pixel clearly.
In order to remove these types of pixels, morphological operators
are applied on the output result of thinning operation. The mor-
phological operations performed are i) cleaning, ii) H-break, and iii)
spurious removal. The output of cleaning operation is shown in
Fig. 3(d). This figure shows that many isolated pixels are removed.
Similarly, the output of H-break and spurious removal are shown
in Fig. 3 (d) and (e), respectively. The effects can be visualized clearly
when the respective zooming regions of the output are compared
with Fig. 3(c).

Finally, from the transition regions, an edge image having one
pixel wide is obtained using the proposed algorithm.

1.3. Extraction of object-contours using edge linking process

Sometimes the edge image generated from the previous step does
not have fully connected edge pixels. In order to retain the conti-
nuity where the discontinuity lies, the edge linking process is carried
out. There are various edge linking processes available in the lit-
erature [25,26]. The edge linking process is applied when either the
pixel i) is 8-adjacent, ii) exhibits 8-connectivity, or iii) is not as-
signed to any other edges.

The whole edge linking process is summarized as follows:

Fig. 3. Transition regions and outputs of various morphological operations on transition region of bird image to achieve edge image: (a) original image, (b) transition region,
(c)-(f) output of various morphological operations: (c) thinning, (d) cleaning, (e) H-break removal, (f) spurious pixel removal.
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a. From every end point (discontinuous edge pixel), 8-connectivity
is checked till an end point or junction is encountered. All the
end points along with a junction is labeled with a number.

b. The distance between adjacent end points or junctions labeled
with different number is calculated. If the D4-distance (city block
distance) is less than or equal to 10, the adjacent endpoints/
junctions are linked.

c. The pixels which remain unlabelled correspond to isolated
pixels.

At the end of the process, object contours are extracted which
are continuous.

1.4. Separation of objects regions from background

The object contours which are obtained from the previous step
may connected with short useless edges or edge spikes. The mor-
phological erosion operation is performed on the object contours
to eliminate these edge spikes. This gives rise to exact perimeter
of the object contour which subsequently followed by region filling
operation to separate the object regions from the background.

1.5. Extraction of objects from image

The background and object regions thus obtained have pixel value
of ‘1’ and ‘0’, respectively. The object regions are finally replaced
with the pixels of the original image to extract the objects.

Table 1
Classification of various images considering the foreground and background.

Types Background Foreground Name of images

Single object Multiple objects

Type-1 Simple Simple Airplane
Eagle

Bird

Type-2 Textured Simple Island
Iceberg

Duck

Type-3 Simple Textured Flower
Clock

Wall decor

Type-4 Textured Textured Caterpillar
Boat

Mountain-trees

(B) Ground truths

(A) Original images 

(b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

(a)

Fig. 4. (A) Original images: (a) Airplane (b) Eagle (c) Bird (d) Island (e) Iceberg (f) Duck (g) Clock (h) Flower (i) Wall decor (j) Caterpillar (k) Boat (l) Mountain-tree; (B) Ground
truths.
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1.6. The algorithm

The overall algorithm is summarized below.

A. Extract the transition regions of the image using Eqs. (1) to
(4).

B. Apply morphological operations on the results obtained from
former step to find the edge image.

C. Perform edge linking process to find the object contours.
D. Apply morphological region filling operations to extract the

object regions.
E. Replace the pixels of the object region with pixels of origi-

nal image to extract objects.

The images and ground truths

The various types of images on which the segmentation methods
are applied are taken from Weizmann [23] and MSRA [22] data-

bases. The images are categorized into different types based on
whether foreground and background are simple or textured. Further,
the images contain single and multiple objects. The types of images
used for the purpose of segmentation are given in Table 1. The Air-
plane, Bird, Island, Iceberg, Wall decor, Caterpillar, Boat and
Mountain-tree are taken from Weizmann dataset where as the
images Eagle, Flower, Duck, Clock are considered from MSRA dataset
for experimentation.

The Type-1, Type-2, Type-3 and Type-4 images along with their
ground truths are shown in Fig. 4.

Performance measures

For performance evaluation of the proposed method the seg-
mentation results were quantitatively evaluated via three measures:
misclassification error (ME) [27,28], false positive rate (FPR) [29] and
false negative rate (FNR) [28,30]. The portion of background falsely
classified as foreground (object) or vice versa is determined by

Table 2
Performance measures (ME, FPR, FNR) along with the thresholds used in different methods (LE, MLE, LGLD and proposed) for various types of images.

Image Types Images Methods Threshold ME FPR FNR

Transition region Segmentation

Type-1 images
(simple background & simple

foreground)

Airplane LE 6.6367 173.7592 0.0630 0.0666 0.0031
MLE 6.8411 249.0007 0.0263 0.0248 0.0507
LGLD 9.1071 123.3441 0.0135 0 0.2351
Proposed 199.3996 ———— 0.0179 0.0089 0.1670

Eagle LE 99.4800 184.0945 0.2992 0.3165 0
MLE 89.3170 154.4946 0.0534 0.0308 0.4460
LGLD 16.6059 109.4161 0.1991 0.2085 0.0367
Proposed 151.2118 ———— 0.0065 0.0047 0.0378

Bird LE 5.6235 196.5634 0.0939 0.0990 0.0072
MLE 2.7066 192.5160 0.0654 0.0414 0.4808
LGLD 15.3085 127.7792 0.0208 0.0099 0.2068
Proposed 188.4538 ————— 0.0274 0.0192 0.1684

Type-2 images
(textured foreground & simple

foreground)

Island LE 0.6367 200.8606 0.2505 0.2698 0.0704
MLE 2.2692 105.1397 0.0435 0.0379 0.1406
LGLD 14.0744 112.6063 0.0148 0.0252 0.1182
Proposed 182.8191 ———— 0.0106 0.0068 0.1168

Iceberg LE 67.396 102.559 0.3566 0.3889 0.0561
MLE 3.2022 93.476 0.1046 0.0456 0.6575
LGLD 15.860 197.062 0.9843 0.9989 0.8489
Proposed 93.4059 ———— 0.0091 0.0036 0.0600

Duck LE 15.6187 108.971 0.1380 0.1392 0.1290
MLE 49.793 92.919 0.1756 0.0957 0.7555
LGLD 2.2288 75.9715 0.9807 0.9993 0.8476
Proposed 75.1727 ———– 0.0327 0.0239 0.0957

Type-3 images
(simple background & textured

foreground)

Clock LE 4.6367 166.141 0.1484 0.0760 0.2950
MLE 3.0089 252.4068 0.2474 0.0333 0.6819
LGLD 24.4246 141.523 0.3918 0.1853 0.8094
Proposed 163.846 ———— 0.0615 0.0025 0.1809

Flower LE 6.6367 74.484 0.2878 0.2919 0.2599
MLE 3.183 76.992 0.1571 0.0678 0.7633
LGLD 22.556 131.482 0.9839 0.9908 0.9369
Proposed 79.662 ———— 0.0078 0.0072 0.0118

Wall decor LE 4.5571 175.0883 0.9229 0.8843 0.9927
MLE 2.0101 168.9824 0.0719 0.0475 0.1163
LGLD 24.3186 93.1580 0.1337 0.0032 0.3699
Proposed 140.4079 ———— 0.0628 0.0208 0.1389

Transition region Segmentation
Type-4 images
(textured foreground &

textured background)

Caterpillar LE 5.6367 113.7764 0.2220 0.2564 0.6849
MLE 3.0057 114.0348 0.0740 0.0707 0.1560
LGLD 31.4821 103.8938 0.5359 0.5552 0.4114
Proposed 111.1072 ———— 0.1052 0.0974 0.0948

Boat LE 17.6367 151.6029 0.7565 0.7342 0.8084
MLE 2.5354 150.7122 0.1871 0.0436 0.5243
LGLD 25.9175 138.8899 0.2693 0.1670 0.5076
Proposed 147.4778 ———— 0.0622 0.0017 0.2023

Mountain-tree LE 23.0840 174.6343 0.5679 0.7622 0.0049
MLE 2.4395 160.7993 0.1271 0.1258 0.1308
LGLD 24.3859 118.0456 0.0744 0.0786 0.1782
Proposed 142.2294 — 0.0726 0.0721 0.0741

The bold values of ME, FPR and FNR of the table represent the best values obtained from different methods for various images.
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misclassification error. For a binary classification, the ME can be clas-
sified as

ME
B B F F

B F
O T O T

O O

= − ∩ + ∩
+

1 (5)

where BO is the background pixel set and FO is the foreground pixel
set of ground truth image, whereas FT and BT correspond to
foreground pixel set and background pixel set of segmented
image, and . represents the cardinality of set operation. The
misclassification error (ME) takes any value between ‘0’ and ‘1’ where
‘0’ correspond to a totally error free classification and ‘1’ corre-
sponds to completely erroneous classification. The value of ME
should be as small as possible for denoting better segmentation
quality. The other two measures define the former measure more
precisely. The FPR is the rate of number of background pixels clas-
sified into foreground pixels to the total number of background pixels
in the ground truth image. The FNR is the rate of number of fore-
ground pixels classified into background pixels to the total number
of foreground pixels in the ground truth image. For a binary seg-
mentation, FPR and FNR is formulated as

FPR
B F

B
O T

O

= ∩
(6)

FNR
F B

F
O T

O

= ∩
(7)

The values of FPR and FNR are between 0 and1. The higher values
of FPR and FNR correspond to over segmentation and under seg-
mentation, respectively [29]. In the case of over segmentation, a
portion of background appears as foreground where as in case of
under segmentation a portion of foreground is missed from the
actual foreground [31].

Experimental results and discussion

The segmentation algorithm proposed for images was imple-
mented on a PC having Core-i3, 1.9GHz processor and 8G RAM. The
entire experiments were performed using MATLAB 7.0. The seg-
mentation result of the proposed method is compared with the
earlier transition region based methods: LE [19], MLE [21] and LGLD

[20]. The earlier methods used two thresholds; one is for transi-
tion region extraction and the other for final segmentation. The
proposed method uses only a single threshold for extraction of tran-
sition region. The neighborhood size of the proposed method is 3 3×
for computation of region descriptor metrics. The reason behind
choosing a window of size 3 3× is: (i) It provides a sharp transi-
tion region in comparison with a large window size i.e., 5 5× or
7 7× . (ii) It gives under segmented output where many fore-
ground pixels are found to be missing. Our experiments use variety
of images containing single and multiple objects. All images are of
8-bit with a resolution of 300 400× . The images are grouped into
Type-1, Type-2, Type-3 and Type-4 based on the background and
foreground to be simple or textured.

To start our analysis, for each type of image, we computed the
ME, FPR and FNR of different methods which are listed in Table 2.
For each image, the best values of ME, FPR and FNR in each part of
the table appear in bold. The quality of the segmentation results
can only be judged through visual perception. Figs. 5–8 demon-
strates the segmentation results obtained by various methods.

For conducting experiments on Type-1 images, we considered
3 images where the background and foreground are simple. For
images Airplane and Eagle, the ME, FPR and FNR values of the pro-
posed method is small and can be seen from Table 2. For Eagle image,
the ME and FPR is smallest. The FNR of LE method is lowest but ME
and FPR is highest. This indicates in LE, more pixels are misclassified
and background appears in the output image. This can be de-
picted in Fig. 5. For Airplane image, the method LGLD has the lowest
ME and FPR, but FNR is highest. So, the image is considered to be
under segmented and many foreground pixels are missing in the
output image which can be seen in Fig. 5. For Bird image, LGLD is
found to be good performer, and performance values are close to
the proposed method.

For segmentation of Type-2 images, we have used 3 images to
test the performance. The ME and FPR values are smallest in all
images. For Duck image, the FNR value is small for proposed method.
For Island and Iceberg image, LE achieves lowest FNR, and these
values are close to that of obtained by proposed method. The seg-
mentation outputs of different schemes are shown in Fig. 6. From
Fig. 6, it can be seen that the background appears in the segmen-
tation result for the method LE and LGLD. As the methods fails to
separate background, the FPR values are very high for these methods
which is given in Table 2.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 5. Image segmentation results of Type-1 images: Airplane, Eagle and Bird: (a) LE, (b) MLE, (c) LGLD, (d) Proposed.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 6. Image segmentation results of Type-2 images: Island, Iceberg and Duck: (a) LE, (b) MLE, (c) LGLD, (d) Proposed.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 7. Image segmentation results of Type-3 images: Clock, Flower and Wall decor: (a) LE, (b) MLE, (c) LGLD, (d) Proposed.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 8. Image segmentation results of Type-4 images: Boat, Caterpillar and Mountain-tree: (a) LE, (b) MLE, (c) LGLD, (d) Proposed.
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In Type-3 images, we have considered 3 images, Clock, Flower
and Wall decor, for conducting the experiment. All the quantita-
tive measures, ME, FPR and FNR of the proposed method are lowest
for Clock and Flower images, which indicate better segmentation.
For the image Wall decor, these values are also relatively small. The

segmentation results of Type-3 images are shown in Fig. 7. For the
clock image, the background gray level matches with the fore-
ground. While separating the foreground from background, other
methods except proposed removes the background along with the
foreground gray values. This can be clearly visualized from Fig. 7.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Fig. 9. Segmentation masks of various methods along with ground truths for Airplane, Eagle, Bird, Iceland, Iceberg, Duck, Clock, Flower, Wall decor, Boat, Caterpillar and
Mountain-tree images: (a) Ground truth, (b) Segmentation mask of LE, (c) Segmentation mask of MLE, (d) Segmentation mask of LGLD (e) Segmentation mask of Proposed
method.
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For testing the segmentation performance of Type-4 images, we
have considered 3 images Caterpillar, Boat and Mountain-tree. The
ME and FPR values of the proposed method for Boat and Mountain-
tree are small as compared to other methods. In case of Caterpillar
image, ME and FNR of proposed method are lowest. However, the
FPR value is slightly high which indicates that the background will
appear in the segmentation result. This can be depicted in .8. In
Mountain-tree image, the background is highly textured, but still
the segmentation performance of the proposed method is found to
be better as compared to other schemes.

For better analysis of the performance evaluation of different al-
gorithms, an additional table is presented in Table 3 where one image
of each type is considered. For better comparison of the seg-
mented result, the segmented masks of LE, MLE, LGLD along with
the proposed are presented in Fig. 9.

The images considered so far for segmentation contain single
object or two objects. In order to test the segmentation perfor-
mance on images containing multiple objects (more than two
objects), we have considered some images: Numbers, Fighter jets,
Flying birds and Grazing cattle from Pascal VOC [32] object data-
base. Fig. 10 shows the segmentation result of the proposed method
on these images. From the figure, it is noticed that the proposed
method works efficiently to extract multiple objects from images.

Conclusion

In this paper, a transition region based method has been pre-
sented for single and multiple-object segmentation of gray scale
images. The work involves five steps: extraction of transition regions,
finding edges of single pixel width, extraction of object contours,

separation of object regions and extraction of objects. The pro-
posed method, along with other transition region based methods,
is tested on variety of gray scale images. The experimental results
showed that our method provide better segmentation results as com-
pared to other methods. The proposed method has several
advantages, such as less loss of object information, high robust-
ness and better overall performance.

Appendix: Supplementary material

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at
doi:10.1016/j.jestch.2015.12.009.
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